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Abstract—This paper introduces the use of a flexible and affordable educational robot specifically developed for the practical experimentation inherent to technological disciplines. The robot has been designed to be reconfigurable and extendable, serving as an experimental platform across several undergraduate courses. As most students have a mobile cell phone, this was used as the main control computer for the so-called CellBot, thus avoiding any need to deal with the details of microcontrollers or other embedded computing devices. Assessment results are also presented, based on a pre- and post-survey of student opinion administered to 204 science and engineering students from several universities. Among the conclusions are that 83% of the students prefer to use these low-cost robots as tools to improve their learning of the theory in several disciplines, and 71% of the students stated that they prefer to have their own robot to experiment with, instead of using a didactic kit loaned to them by the university.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Robotics is a fascinating discipline that easily engages engineering students. As robots in education are stimulating and motivating [1]–[4], there are good reasons for introducing robotics activities very early in course curricula, allowing students to easily perceive the relationships between undergraduate courses, in their theory and practice. Robotics also offers a good basis for teaching different engineering disciplines [5]. Moreover, Weinberg and Xudong argue that “robotics provides a unique learning experience” [6].

The authors of this paper have noticed that when students have the opportunity of experimenting with robots, they often express a desire to have their own robots on which to experiment further at home. While they are ready to invest their free time and money to build robots, few undergraduate students can spend much money on such projects. To address this constraint, this paper proposes a low-cost robot that uses the students’ mobile phones as control computers, allowing them to build their own robots. As the phone is used as the robot’s computer, only a simple analog circuit is needed, and there is no need to use microcontrollers.

This scheme allows the robot to take advantage of all the sensors and features of modern cell phones, which are frequently equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, camera, 3-axis compass and accelerometer, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, speakers, microphone, and several other features that fit perfectly in a robot control system. Also, it has been already shown that it is feasible to execute complex robotics navigation algorithms using the processors of mobile phones [7]. These interesting possibilities were confirmed in a recent report in IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine identifying “Smartphone-based robots: The new robot brains” as one of the top robotics trends for 2012 [8].

During this research, 204 science and engineering students were tracked in their several undergraduate courses during one semester to evaluate their interest in using low-cost robots. More than 70% said that they would spend their money to build their own robot if it could be used in several courses. The main contribution of this paper is the application of a flexible and low-cost robot adapted from a previous work [9], disseminating the use of robotics for educational purposes. Also provided are a survey of state-of-the-art low-cost educational robots and an assessment of Brazilian students’ interest in robotics-related subjects in this low-cost context.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the state of the art in related fields, presenting several works dealing with robotics in education. Section IV presents the material and methods used in this research. Section III presents some possible setups for low-cost robotics in educational environments. Next, Section V presents and discusses the results of applying the proposed platform in regular courses at several Brazilian universities. Finally, Section VI discusses the results, draws conclusions, and points future directions.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Robotics is an ideal solution for curriculum integration, allowing students to use and integrate concepts learned in several disciplines [10], [11]. In some cases, courses are created specifically to use robots to teach several topics [1]. Teamwork and multidisciplinary team skills are also enforced [11]. Furthermore, most people learn more easily when hands-on practice is involved in learning activities [12], therefore robotics can be used as a pedagogical tool that offers a “learning by doing” experience [3], [13]. In what follows, several low-cost robots built for these educational purposes are described.

A. Low-Cost Educational Robots

Although robots are a great educational tool, Alves et al. warn that the high cost of robots can prevent their being used in classrooms [3], [14]. In the same way, Lumsdon and Ortega-Sanchez say that there is a lack of inexpensive and flexible mobile robotic...
platforms [15]. This reality led educators to propose several low-cost educational robots [2], [14]–[17] for teaching.

There are several articles in the literature describing low-cost robot designs for education; some of them are directly related to this work. Many propose low-cost educational robots, but in most cases without actually giving these costs. Other authors propose low-cost educational robots costing between $200 and $1000 USD [2], [15]–[17]. That might be a low cost for universities, but is expensive for most students who want to own a robot or a robotics kit, especially those in developing countries.

Piperidis et al. report a survey showing that only 5% of commercially available mobile robots cost less than 100 Euros (about $133 USD in April 2012). They further state that a robot suitable for both educational and research needs costs at least 3000 Euros (about $3972 USD). In conclusion, they say that there is a need for mobile robots with better cost benefit and propose a 500 Euro (about $662 USD) mobile robot [18]. As an alternative, Hamblen and Hall say that it is possible to keep the costs of a robot affordable for students if toy parts are used [2].

A common approach used in several cases is the use of LEGO kits [11], which are easy to use, but have limited flexibility and cost several hundred dollars. Another common solution found in robots made by students is the use of laptops as robot controllers, but unfortunately, laptop computers have limited I/O interfaces, so auxiliary circuit boards must be used to connect sensors [2] and actuators, and the robot must be robust if it is to carry a laptop.

One solution that is gradually gaining more attention is the use of smartphones as the main controllers of low-cost robots [7]–[9], [19]. As mobile phones have several features and sensors directly useful for robots, operating them as a robot’s main processing unit is an interesting option. Moreover, as they are produced on a very large scale, it is cheaper to buy a mobile phone with built-in accelerometer, compass, camera, and other sensors than to buy a microcontroller and all these sensors separately and then integrating them. Finally, smartphones provide simple development environments and application programming interfaces (APIs) that are easier to use than those provided by microcontroller manufacturers.

B. Robots as Motivators

It is a common belief that better learning happens when students are engaged and motivated [14], [20], [21]. According to Alves et al., robotics can be used as motivating element [3], and Rawat and Massiha verify that student feedback after robotic courses is “overwhelmingly positive” [5]. Alves et al. also relate that students find building robot prototypes a motivating activity [3]. Moreover, students show a deep interest in the application of concepts learned during classes featuring robotics [14].

Assessment of robotics-based practical work in various disciplines show that students consider these laboratory practices challenging and stimulating [22]. Firebaugh and Piepmeier collected student feedback about a course on nanorobots; most rated the course as “one of the best” they had taken. Their students also say that “working in a laboratory” and “making something” are strong features of that specific robotics course [23].

One study shows that students are more motivated by the desire for learning than by gaining a prize or credits for completing a course [24]. This result is consistent with the theories described in Pink’s book [21] that compiles several studies on motivation. According to Pink, autonomous motivation, which comes from individual interest “promotes greater conceptual understanding, better grades, enhanced persistence at school…” [21]. He also argues that this kind of motivation leads to engagement.

One important issue in motivation is that the tasks must be neither too difficult nor too easy, otherwise the motivation is lost [20], or even worse, the tasks can cause frustration [21]. According to Mok, a mismatch of task complexity and students’ skills hampers them from becoming deeply engaged [20]. CellBots are interesting solutions to this problem because they allow a wide variety of topics and difficulties to be explored in a single platform, suitable for freshmen and senior students.

III. LOW-COST EDUCATIONAL ROBOT

The Lumsden/Ortega-Sanchez robot [15] offers good cost/benefit. For about $755 USD, the system contains a 20-MHz microcontroller, 4 kB of RAM memory, GPS, a 2-axis compass, servos, electronics boards, liquid crystal display (LCD), and motors. The differential drive robot used in this work can be built for less than $15 using two model airplane micro servomotors to drive the wheels. A smartphone is used as the control computer, featuring a 1-GHz dual-core processor, 1 GB of RAM memory, gyroscope, 3-axis accelerometer and compass, high-resolution camera, Internet connectivity using 3G/GPRS data services or Wi-Fi, and other features.

If the student already has this kind of phone, she/he will only have to spend a few dollars, but even if a mobile phone has to be purchased, the entire robot, including the mobile phone, would cost less than half of the $755 USD robot, but with same or superior processing, communication, and sensing features. Also, it would run the Android or Linux operating system, giving the students a flexible environment to experiment with robotics, distributed systems, operating systems, Java programming, computer vision, and other topics met in related courses.

A common approach to building a CellBot is to use a microcontroller connected to the mobile phone, but here, instead of using microcontrollers and digital interfaces such as Bluetooth, USB, or RS-232 ports, the phone controls the actuators directly, using a standard and universal communication channel: the phone’s audio output. The control circuit needed is quite simple to build, even for freshmen. It is also possible to implement closed-loop control using digital signal processing (DSP) techniques: Each sensor generates a different audio tone and sends it to the mobile phone audio input (microphone), which decodes these tones using software to identify sensor states. As this system uses only simple analog hardware, it is possible to build a differential drive mobile robot for less than $15 USD. Wheel encoders and closed-loop control can be implemented for less than $30 USD.

Although the focus here is on the use of mobile phones, any device that can produce sounds could be used as the robot controller. Therefore, a tablet computer, netbooks, or even standard computers can control and read sensors by using their audio input and output.

As the focus of this paper is educational, a summary of the technical aspects of the system follows here, but without further details, which can be found in the references provided.
A. Open Loop

To build a robot with open-loop control, two hobby servos with continuous rotation are used, one for each wheel. The servos are connected to a battery, and the audio output of the mobile phone is directly connected to an optical coupler, which has its output connected to the pulse width modulation (PWM) input of the servos. The left audio channel is connected to the left servo, and the right audio channel is connected to the right servo. By generating a sound that mimics a PWM signal, software running on the mobile device can control each wheel independently to go forward, backward, or at any intermediate speed between the maximum forward and backward speeds. Cheap satellite dish servos can also be used in this same setup. For a detailed explanation of this setup, which has already been used in several projects, see [19] or check the NatalNet laboratory Web page [25].

If more powerful motors are needed, the audio outputs can be used to control an H-bridge motor driver, which allows the control of several kinds of dc motors. A reliable solution is to use dial tone multifrequency (DTMF) audio signals to easily control up to four dc motors using stereo audio interfaces of mobile devices [9].

Although this section only describes how to control motors, a control loop can be closed using the mobile phone’s built-in sensors. For example, it is possible to use the mobile device’s compass or gyroscope to control the robot heading direction and curves [9]. Moreover, the accelerometer and computer vision can be used to compute odometry by using visual odometry techniques and to implement simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) techniques. Computer vision can also be used to replace ultrasound and infrared distance sensors with good precision [9].

Among courses that can take advantage of this technique, and thus motivate students, are those in computer networks (to implement remote control), operating systems (to study Linux and Android in detail for robot control purposes), real-time systems, distributed systems, object-oriented programming, computer vision, and others.

B. Closed Loop

The system proposed here can also be used if external sensors such as bumpers and wheel encoders are needed. A DTMF encoder generates various DTMF signals in response to the various states of each sensor. The mobile phone then samples the incoming audio and uses a Fourier transform to identify which tones are present in the audio signal. After decoding these tones, the information is interpreted as sensor states. A detailed explanation of this method can be found in [9], which also shows that this system allows control loops to be closed with 50-Hz update rates, similar to the sampling performance of LEGO Mindstorms’ NXT sensors.

Implementing these techniques gives students a practical and motivating opportunity to learn important concepts of digital signal processing, such as Fourier transforms, sampling rate theorems, and signal synthesis and analysis. It is also a “playground” for control theory that the student can take home to experiment with proportional (P), proportional-integral (PI), and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers in many different forms.

As the robot can be used in a variety of courses, the teachers can provide software that best fits each discipline to help students focus on a specific topic to be learned. For example, in a DSP course, fast Fourier transform (FFT) implementations might be omitted to allow students to write their own versions, while these might be provided in other courses.

A common and powerful approach used with commercial educational equipment is to use MATLAB/Simulink to implement control models and other systems graphically, and then automatically generate code, thus avoiding the need for students to write code for certain tasks. This approach has been demonstrated with the proposed system, which allows a user to design systems using Simulink blocks and then automatically generate code that will run on a mobile device.

IV. MATERIAL AND METHODS

First, an anonymous survey was given to all students to elicit their conceptions of and interests in robotics, as well as information about their mobile phones. Some weeks later, they were given a lecture, “How to build your own low-cost robot using the mobile phone as its brain.” Student verbal or e-mail feedback on the lecture was documented, and a post-survey was administered to assess changes in their conceptions or levels of interest and motivation.

The survey was composed of multiple-choice questions on their interest in undergraduate courses, robotics concepts, their mobile phone’s characteristics, and their interest in building or buying a robot.

It was completed by 204 students in four Brazilian universities, aged from 18 to 53 years old (average 21). These students are enrolled in Mechatronics Engineering, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, and Science and Technology undergraduate courses. After the robotics lecture, a Ph.D. student was available for several weeks to help any student interested in building his/her own robot.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Preliminary Survey

The preliminary survey results show that 41.5% of all students said that they prefer to use a university kit instead of buying or building their own robots. The remaining 58.5% said that they would prefer to have their own robots (of these students, 78% would prefer to build their own robots, while 22% would prefer to build a ready-to-use kit). Moreover, 23% of these students said that they would not spend any money on an educational robot or on a robotic kit. 13% would spend $25 or less, 27% would spend up to $50, 18% would spend up to $125, and 19% would spend $250 or more.

Only 1% of the students did not have a mobile phone. 27% had purchased their phones in the last six months, 32% in the last year, 21% in the last two years, and 19% in the last four years. Regarding the phone features, 68% have cameras, 32% have GPS receivers, 27% have accelerometers, 47% have wireless Wi-Fi connections, 68% have Bluetooth modules, and 94% have earphone outputs.

They were also asked which courses are most important for learning robotics; their responses by course were the following: DSP, 67%; Control, 62%; Introduction to Robotics, 83%; Linear Algebra, 42%; Computer Vision, 55%; Neural Networks, 34%;
Fig. 1. Students interests in building a robot or using an off-the-shelf kit for freshmen (classes of 2010 and 2011) and senior students (class of 2007).


B. Post-Survey

The post-survey was applied to assess if students’ opinions changed after learning they could build their own low-cost CellBot. Of the sample of 204 students, 83% said they thought it would be more interesting to learn several topics using a CellBot to apply the theory they had learned (for the population, the average estimate is in the interval from 76% to 89% with a confidence level of 95%). While in the pre-survey, 58.5% of the students said that they would prefer to own their own robots, this number increased to 71% in the post-survey, showing that using a CellBot increased the overall student interest (for the population, the average estimate is in the interval from 64% to 77% with a confidence level of 95%).

Fig. 1 shows the level of student interest in building their own robots, before and after the lecture. The results are divided into two categories: freshmen students who entered the university in 2010 or 2011, and seniors who entered the university in 2007. From the figure, it is clear that freshmen were divided, probably because they did not know what options were available, while senior students were more strongly inclined to use kits already available at the university. Fig. 1 also shows that after learning of the CellBot possibility, many students from both groups migrated to the option of building their own robot. One interesting change was observed in a Computer Science class, where the interest of the students in building robots rose from 0% to 59%.

As shown in Fig. 2, after the robotics lecture, the percentage of students inclined to spend money to build their own robots increased. Before the robotics lecture, the students were less interested in investing money in a robot, but after the lecture, more students said they were willing to spend US $25 or US $50 or even more on a robot. It is interesting to note that the peak of the plot is at US $50, near the proposed value of the CellBot.

The surveys also asked students about their interest in undergraduate courses, but except for the DSP course, no significant difference was seen in their interest in pursuing specific disciplines. The freshmen’s interest in pursuing DSP increased from 83% to 95% after the lecture. Clearly this happened because the robotics lecture showed the importance of DSP techniques in building the proposed CellBot (due to the audio signal processing requirements). Interestingly, for the senior students, 57% had already taken the DSP course, but 8% were not interested in such a course. Many of these senior students had already taken DSP classes that took a strong theoretical approach and where they met few implemented real DSP systems during the classes. As the lecture showed a clear and practical application of DSP concepts, freshmen students promptly became more interested in this discipline.

Fig. 3 shows the relative levels of the students various interests in the low-cost CellBot. As the post-survey was applied several weeks after the low-cost robot lecture, some of the students were already building their own robots (about 8%). As shown in Fig. 3, the majority of students became interested in the project or intend to build their own robots. Apparently, senior students were also interested in the project, but less interested in building the robot, mainly because they were at the end of their course and already looking for other challenges after graduation. Moreover, there are fewer concepts to learn and challenges for these students. Fig. 3 also shows the various levels of interest in the mechanical project, assembly, electronics, and software development aspects of the robot.

It is interesting to note the considerable change in student opinion after just one 40-min class describing the low-cost CellBot option. Their level of motivation and interest would be even higher if such a “take home” low-cost robot was a widely used tool to learn and test concepts in other courses. The CellBot has wide application, even in courses that are not...
directly related to robotics. Web programming can be used to implement Web-based robot remote control, calculus to show the basis for closed-loop control systems such as PID, linear algebra for building homogeneous transform matrices for robot kinematics computation, and so on.

C. Qualitative Assessment

The last survey gave the students an opportunity to make comments, some of which are given here along with some observations by the authors. Some comments and feedback were surprising: After giving the lecture in one of the universities, students asked for a regular robotics course in their Computer Science curriculum (this university did not have any robotics courses), and the committee accepted the challenge and created the new course. Some students wanted to do ambitious projects—for example, one group of students attempted the development of a quadrotor controlled only by a mobile phone, which has yet to succeed. In fact, Mirats and Pfeiffer report that students tend to propose projects that are much too ambitious to be done in one semester [11].

One rewarding result was observed with students who decided to build robots. For example, a group with two students assembled a functional system in about 2 h. Interestingly, they had never used a soldering iron, showing that even inexperienced students can build such a robot. After they saw the robot’s motor under the mobile phone control, they got interested in improving the control software with additional features.

Some students asked for courses or mini-courses on the CellBot’s construction. One of the students said that the “concept of robotics should be added in undergraduate courses, given that the topic causes great curiosity and interest.” Another student said that “this should be released more broadly because it is very interesting and essential for undergraduate students.”

Others said that robotics should be studied more in universities, and that the CellBot is a good option because it is easy to build and can be easily used in a course, giving the students the opportunity to learn basic techniques to build robots.

Another student suggested building versions of the system that can be controlled with simpler cell phones, even if there are not many features on such phones. This has actually been done by one of the students of another university involved in this research. This student created a Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) version of the system that can control the robot and receive commands from the network. Other students are now working on a line-following robot based on the camera of a cheap mobile phone. J2ME is a lightweight version of Java specifically for low-cost devices with constrained hardware resources. Most cheap cell phones on the market currently support J2ME.

Fig. 4 shows the reference robot built by a Ph.D. student and shown to the undergraduate students as a working model for their robots. From the assessment, it has been shown that most students are interested in having their own robots and, once they know that it is possible to build a powerful low-cost robot, they are willing to spend their own money to invest in such an educational tool. It has also been shown that at least half of the students do have mobile phones with features and sensors well suited to building a powerful mobile robot. Also, after learning about the CellBots, 71% of the students became interested in building their own robots, while 83% of the students said that the use of a CellBot would make the study of other courses easier. As robotics is an engaging and motivating tool for students, the

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes the use of a very low-cost educational robot system that can be easily built and used by undergraduate students in several courses in their degree program. To keep the cost low, it is assumed that the student has a mobile phone with an earphone output. The students do not need to learn to program microcontrollers or build circuits with microcontrollers. This simplicity allows even freshmen students to start developing and testing systems in this robot. Later, if needed, the architecture allows the system to be connected to microcontrollers and other devices using USB or Bluetooth ports available in the mobile phone or even using the Android Open Accessory Development Kit, which allows microcontrollers to be easily connected to mobile phones.

As the communication between the mobile robot’s sensors/actuators and the control system is based on an audio interface, not only mobile phones can be used, but also any other device that can produce sounds, even an MP3 player or a standard PC, can be used as a control unit. This can be integrated with social-educational projects such as “One laptop per student,” promoting the project “one robot per student.”

From the assessment, it has been shown that most students are interested in having their own robots and, once they know that it is possible to build a powerful low-cost robot, they are willing to spend their own money to invest in such an educational tool. It has also been shown that at least half of the students do have mobile phones with features and sensors well suited to building a powerful mobile robot. Also, after learning about the CellBots, 71% of the students became interested in building their own robots, while 83% of the students said that the use of a CellBot would make the study of other courses easier. As robotics is an engaging and motivating tool for students, the
method described allows students to have their own robots and use them as a tool for a variety of courses. Future work is focused at using CellBots throughout the entire undergraduate program.
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